
 
 

 

ALK+ UK - Photo Release Form 
 
 
 

I, , hereby grant permission to ALK+ UK, a registered charity 

in England and Wales, registration number 1181171, to use photographs and/or videos of me 

captured during ALK+ UK events, such as patient conferences, lunch meet-ups, fundraising 

activities, and social gatherings. I understand that these images may be used for social media 

posts, website content, and other limited promotional purposes as deemed appropriate by ALK+ 

UK. 

 

By signing this form, I acknowledge and agree to the following terms: 

 

Consent and Authorisation: I authorise ALK+ UK to capture and use photographs and/or videos 

of me during charity events. I understand that this consent allows ALK+ UK to use these visual 

materials for the purpose of promoting the charity and its activities, supporting its goals and 

objectives, and raising awareness about ALK-Positive Lung Cancer. 

 

Limited Use and Disclosure: I understand that ALK+ UK will only use the images/videos in a 

manner consistent with its mission and objectives. These visual materials may be shared on 

ALK+ UK's official social media accounts, website, promotional materials, and other 

communication channels for informational and promotional purposes. 

 

Use of First Name: I acknowledge that ALK+ UK will generally use my first name along with the 

images/videos when they are shared. However, I understand that ALK+ UK respects my privacy 

and, if preferred, will refrain from using my name entirely. Please indicate your preference: 

I am comfortable with ALK+ UK using my first name along with the images/videos. I 

would prefer that ALK+ UK does not use my name along with the images/videos. 

 

Personal Privacy: While ALK+ UK will make reasonable efforts to respect my privacy, I 

understand that the images/videos may be viewed by a wide audience, including other charity 

members, healthcare professionals, and the general public. I acknowledge that ALK+ UK 

cannot control the subsequent use or disclosure of the images/videos once they have been 

made publicly available. 

 

Right to Request Removal: Should I decide at any point that I no longer wish for a particular 

image or video featuring me to be used by ALK+ UK, I may contact the charity in writing to 

request its removal. ALK+ UK will make reasonable efforts to accommodate such requests in a 

timely manner. 



Waiver and Release: I hereby release and discharge ALK+ UK, its representatives, agents, 

employees, and any third parties acting under its authority from any claims, damages, or liability 

arising out of or connected with the use of the photographs and/or videos. 

 

I have read this release form, understood its contents, and voluntarily signed it to indicate my 

consent and authorisation. 

 

Participant's Name:   

Participant's Signature:   

Date:   

 

 
Parent/Guardian Consent (if applicable): 

 

I, the undersigned, certify that I am the parent/legal guardian of the participant named above and 

have the legal authority to consent to the terms outlined in this form. I hereby grant the same 

permissions and authorise the use of visual materials as described above on behalf of the 

participant. 

 

Parent/Guardian's Name:   

Parent/Guardian's Signature:   

Date:    

 

This agreement lapses after 3 years unless previously revoked. 

 

If this agreement is revoked or lapses and is not renewed, ALK+UK shall  

• remove the photographs and videos from the website within 14 days 

• immediately cease using the photographs and videos in new social media posts 

• immediately cease sharing the photographs and videos on the Facebook group 

• not use the photographs and videos in new public documents or the reprint of existing 

documents 

• immediately cease using the photographs and videos anonymously. 

 

Please keep a copy of this release form for your records. 

 

Note: If you have any questions or concerns regarding the use of your images/videos or the use 

of your first name, please contact ALK+ UK at hello@alkpositive.org.uk 

 

mailto:hello@alkpositive.org.uk

